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PREFACE 
 

This little book is your Passport to the Dreaming and Creativity Zone, the second phase of the fourfold process 

of all growth of all entities, even those that don’t dream or create – it is the phase of any Novelty, whatever its cause. 

 

The IdeaTree diagram (common to all the books in the IdeaTree series) pictures this process flowing through a 

repeating cycle. Even though we focus on the Green phase or zone in this book, we will find that the four phases are 

present within the Green – as within all of the four phases. It is just a matter of degree. So the Four phases only have 

to be grasped once, and then they can be seen in EVERY phase, every process. (Refer to the coloured IdeaTree on 

the cover. It is simplified in that it doesn’t show the fractal levels: four sub-phases inside each of the main phases. 

And note too the purple central part of the IdeaTree: that is the established ‘Status Quo’ which presides over and 

feeds us until the new growth starts to bear fruit. If the four stages of growth are successful, they become another 

layer of the Status Quo.) 

 

1 THE BLUE ZONE OR PHASE - 

INPUT (openness, receptivity to positive things out there in the world; appreciation, love) 

 

THE GREEN ZONE OR PHASE - 

 DREAMING (guessing, creating novelty)  

 

THE YELLOW ZONE OR PHASE - 

EXPOSITION (logic, planning, reaction, critique)  

 

THE RED ZONE OR PHASE - 

ACTION (expression and testing of the newly planned idea; output into the World). 

 

The full Tree of Life, or IdeaTree, shows how each Zone or phase is itself made up of four phases – i.e., it is 

self-similar, or fractal. So whatever your ‘home zone’ – your natural/learned preference and mode of acting in the 

world, you still need all of the phases. So for example, if you are a Truth (logic, planning) kind of person, you still 

need Beauty (creative thinking, innovation) within that planning. Mathematicians, purely dealing in statements about 

Truth and proofs of truth, need lots of creativity to  imagine new proofs, and in fact to imagine whole new systems, 

‘wild blue yonders’ of thought to construct proofs about. 

The challenges of life in this complex world demand flexibility and creativity. That is why our brains evolved 

(using I believe up to a third of all the energy from our food!) – to be problem-solving and ‘guessing’ machines of 

marvelous flexibility and universal adaptability.  

Sadly, we usually inherit or develop inner and outer blocks in life that hide that simple fact about our amazing 

brains. But fortunately the same brain that has learned limitation, self-undermining and the settled conviction of 

‘stuckness’ can also reconnect with its own awesome power to rethink, re-imagine, and become unstuck. That is our 

natural human functioning in life. Just as birds build nests and beavers build dams, we humans build new theories 

and new solutions.  

And business, being all about life and its complexities and the ever-evolving needs and desires of customers, 

needs that natural human creativity in never-ending supply. In the rapidly evolving web-connected world, short 

bursts of creativity followed by long periods of stuckness and apathy are no longer going to be enough. We need to 

consciously learn and practice the flow of the creative process through ourselves and our organizations all the time.  



Is it scary? Is it hard? No, not if we understand the four phases of all growth. Then it can actually be great fun! 

And highly profitable. And good for our health, our love-life, and all our relationships. Above all, it is natural to us 

humans to be creative. 

We will look at the four phases within the process we call creativity, so that by the end of the book you will 

have the tools to consciously practice getting unstuck and allowing the flow of all four phases to create and evolve 

novel solutions to any problem.  

And – this is very important! - have those solutions accepted by the scary people who specialize in the dreaded 

next phase: the YELLOW phase of truth, logic, critique, judgment. (If you are one of those people yourself, I am 

really not getting at you, though my home zone is admittedly firmly in the Green Zone. I know that logic, analysis 

and critique, then careful planning, are vital if new ideas are to be checked for safety and viability, then if they pass 

that test, to thrive in the outside world. A flawed or badly-thought-out new idea can ruin the status quo which feeds 

us all!) 

So now, onward to the green creativity zone! But first: 

 

A DECLARATION OF CREATIVITY 

(Or a Vow of Marriage between the hemispheres). I once wrote something like this for myself, when I 

‘got’ just how much I had let my analytical side dominate my creative, intuitive side, and how much it had 

crippled my life: 

 

A Mind-Marriage Vow and Declaration of Creativity 

 

In the past, to my great loss, I have imprisoned and muzzled my right brain until I hardly knew it was 

there. 

 

Dear right brain, please forgive me! I now unlock the prison and throw away the key. Come out to play 

and be my partner always. Save me from my arid, boring life as an isolated left brain!  

I will learn to dance with you, go with you. I will heed you and listen to your unfamiliar voice. 

Marriage has in the past been a straitjacket for the Yin, the female. Now there is a new paradigm, of 

respectful partnership, so too let it be with the brain! 

Now we dissolve the old unequal marriage of our two brains, and enter into a new era of whole-brain 

partnership, until death us do part. Let the synergy begin! 
 

Creativity is a sometimes chaotic, but always essential phase in all growth and adapting to new circumstances. It 

is essential to survival in the long run. It is a legitimate and necessary zone to be in frequently, whether it is our 

home zone or not. Every zone needs creativity. Let us acknowledge its champions, no matter how much mess they 

make, and vow to give the Green creativity phase a permanent place of honour in our own lives!  

 

The Creative Universal Flux 

 

The Tree of Life, or IdeaTree, is evolving and growing in the World; the actual World itself is evolving in 

complexity all the time, expanding as it were into an empty yet pregnant ‘space’- the infinite ‘Continuum of 

Possibility’ - the wild blue yonder beyond the actual world. 

 

Humans have the greatest power of guiding and accelerating this evolution of complexity, into areas of this great 

wild blue yonder of infinite possibility which best suit us. The sky is not the limit. 

So does anything limit us? Yes, two things: First, our own internal assumptions and fears. This is a big part of 

any creativity in practice – the overcoming of our internal blocks to seeing things differently. 

The second thing is our placement in the actual World. We can only go from the known to the unknown in steps, 

building on what has gone before – even though sometimes those steps seem more like giant leaps. So, back in the 

Middle Ages the computer could not have been developed; there wasn’t the ‘static platform’ for it. That had to be 

built up over hundreds of years – and a lot of humankind’s internal fears and blocks had to be overcome too! 

We can only build on, or depart from, what we have learned. So, before the Green phase of genuine novelty has 

anything to work on, it needs the Blue phase, of openness, input, receptivity to what already is, but which we did not 

know until we opened up to it. This is a whole quarter of the cycle of the IdeaTree, and it includes all gathering 

activities, listening, seeing, reading, watching, recording, delving, researching, experiencing, meditating, building up 

memories. 

We will assume you have done that Blue phase learning in the area you want to be creative in, Now we move on 

to look at the Green phase itself. 



 

The co-operative, interrelated nature of Creativity - and all four phases. 

 

Connect or die… 

It is one of the basic facts of life processes, that connection is king. Any entity that is cut off from others, from 

input and output, eventually dies. A theory cut off from testing and refutation soon becomes a dogma, unable to 

adapt to new knowledge, and eventually ‘dies’ from irrelevance, like a map of a harbour with shifting sands. 

And even a PART of an entity – as for example the creative sector of a society – will stagnate and die if it isn’t 

connected to the rest. 

So this IdeaTree way of understanding things always looks at input and output, and the way that allows change 

within the entity, whether it is a theory, an invention, a person, a group or a society. Looked at like that, creativity in 

the ‘Green zoners’ is not seen as completely different and set apart from logic or planning (the Yellow zoners) – they 

are linked, in that there is a Truth sub-zone within the Green zone, and a green sub-zone within the Truth zone. It is 

just a matter of emphasis. So every zone is related to every other, and all are needed for the whole – and also the 

parts - to function and adapt long-term.  

 

Be happy, You are Needed! 

 

Without fresh input, creative ideas dry up. Without creative ideas, new plans can’t be made. Without new plans, 

new actions can’t be taken. Without new actions, new feedback can’t happen. All phases of the life process are 

needed. You are needed; I am needed. Different and often in tension we are, but definitely interdependent - and 

interrelated. 

 

THE FIRST PHASE OF CREATIVITY: OPENNESS (BLUE ZONE) 

 

 
 

In the Green phase itself (represented above by the ‘status quo’, the central part of the IdeaTree), there is a blue. 

This is the beginning of the cycle of true innovation – love and openness. The Blue Zone of the Green Zone. In it we 

survey what we know or think we know, looking for beauty and pattern relevant to our problem. Even the Green-

zoner has a Status Quo of assumptions and ‘things that worked – or didn’t work - in the past’. 

 

Before you start – the inevitable ‘But is this really the time for it?’ objection.  

 

There is actually no ‘right’ time for a baby to be born, to fall in love, to die, to be sick, or to create a new idea. 

All are messy, inconvenient, and cut across our orderly existences. But all happen, some are the best things in a 



lifetime. But there is no right, or wrong, time for them. They are discontinuous, at strange angles to the paths of our 

normal life. They are in the ‘important but non-urgent, and probably to be put off’ bracket. Yet the race would die 

out if nobody fell in love, and civilisation, or at least its progress, would grind to a halt if nobody thought up 

anything new or had a go at solving some of its ‘insoluble’ problems. 

 

The ‘But we can’t afford it’ objection. 

 

The best answer, if ‘It’ is a reasonable little experiment, is, ‘We can’t afford not to evolve – the whole world is 

evolving’. Constant small experiments, and some big ones, are always needed. We put them off at our peril – the 

innovator too often suppressed will give up, and then stagnation sets in, slowly at first, but then it becomes almost 

unstoppable, as the creative element migrates. ‘Use them or lose them’. The Green zone must get resources and 

respect, or the flow of life in all other zones is dammed, and atrophy of the whole organism will happen. 

Peace of mind is essential for creativity, as is the sense of joy, of knowing what we are doing is valuable, 

worthwhile. So, rest assured, it IS! And if you still feel a gnawing nagging sense of guilt or condemnation for doing 

it, ponder the truths herein and meditate on the IdeaTree and the fact that a whole quadrant is dedicated to what you 

are doing, until you feel happy and playful again!  

 

The Power Of Not Knowing 

 

The blue phase is a period of not-knowing-but-looking. This, as Robert Pirsig points out in the wonderful novel 

about creativity and much more, called Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance, is not easy for Western minds. 

We want to cleverly analyse from premises we already know, to a neat logical answer. But if we don’t know what 

the premises are, we can be paralyzed, fearful, stuck, and feel stupid. The writer’s logically brilliant son when he 

was small once lost something, and his mum said, well, you’ll have to look for it,’ and he was heard to scream, 

‘HOW CAN I LOOK FOR IT IF I DON’T KNOW WHERE IT IS?’ That is exactly what looking is – not knowing 

but moving around in a blue mode, receptive, letting the universe show NEW things to us. 

So, we must go into that blue of not-knowing first, before jumping to any conclusions based on blindly assumed 

premises, before inventing any new ideas, and become very open to all that our primary Blue phase (in our culture, 

our company, our scientific tradition, etc) has gathered over the years (or centuries!). We need to survey and gather 

all that feels relevant to our present problem, the thing we want to be creative about. Not in an exhaustive plodding 

cataloguing way, but in a true Green zone way, intuitively, open-mindedly and with a view to what feels essential. 

A great example of this is Watson and Crick, when they ‘raided’ the data from the painstaking ‘blue zone’ guys 

in the crystallography department, looking for clues to their guesses about the structure of the DNA. The blue guys 

hated it, as they had their own hunches, but Watson and Crick leapfrogged them because that is what people in the 

Green mode do. They stood on the shoulders of giants, and leapt! And the final DNA guess that fitted all the data 

was truly, awesomely Beautiful. That is why we can call it the Beauty zone: new ideas, new structures when first 

recognized and discovered are beautiful. It is the first criterion mathematicians apply for a good mathematical theory 

– does it have a simple elegance, beauty? 

So, sift the facts intuitively, looking for flashes or hints of Beauty, elegance – pattern. 

Do web searches, search patent websites; dive in and out, put down a shortlist of things, facts, ideas that seem to 

have the spark of the pattern you are groping for. Don’t get too particular – the multitude of detail is a jungle you 

cannot hope to map fully – and you don’t need to. The great inventors were not walking encyclopedias – they ‘kept 

the main thing the main thing’, kept a clear view of the wood, not each tree. Einstein didn’t even know his own 

phone number – he didn’t want to clutter his mind. ‘If I need it I can look it up,’ he said. And that amazing innovator 

and pioneer in physics, Richard Feynman, hated complex jargon and blind calculation when a simple diagram 

(‘Feynman’ diagrams) could cut right to the chase, intuitively and simply. He didn’t ‘calculate’ much. But he was an 

awesome ‘guesser’. Because he kept his intuitive mind clear to work without weighing it down with ‘all the facts’. 

We stand on the shoulders of giants – but we don’t need to know everything the giants know. After all, we are trying 

to see what’s out ahead of them. 

 

The power of Presuppositions, Assumptions and Rules 

True blue zone thinking is a lot about taking our filters and blinkers off, the rules that say the way things are or 

should be. We all see through some degree of filtering – we have to or the input of our senses would be chaotic and 

overwhelming. But to create we need to suspend those filters, or some of them, enough to see some new stuff, even 

if it terrifies us or disgusts or angers us!  

 

How to unblinker our perceptions 
 

Chemicals, other activities 

 



Altered states: we could get drunk or drugged, and this is a path often taken by the creative, but tends to lead to 

addiction, injury, and suffering. There are milder stimulants like tea, but also other non-chemical ways to get into 

altered states where we may be more receptive to new things: meditation is probably the best of all for the serious 

creative. Also running, hiking, showering, making love, sky-diving… 

The calmer states are usually more productive rather than the adrenalin rushes. So I think tea is a better 

stimulant than coffee for the blue mode – coffee (which I am more or less addicted to!) is far better for red zone and 

perhaps yellow zone activities. 

 

MENTAL EXERCISES TO ‘UNJAM’ 

 

Get out of the verbal bubble! 

 

One of the worst blocks to entering the blue zone and getting new input is the verbal nature of most western 

thinking. We think we have to label everything with words, and we even go into an experience not open to just 

looking at the thing in front of our eyes, but labeling it – which means pre-judging what it is. For example, a friend 

of mine, another business partner, who was the yellow zone partner to my (extreme) green, once rang me up to tell 

me the pneumatic staplegun had stopped working -.it was ‘jammed’. I didn’t want to go all the way back to the 

factory, so I asked, ‘Well, what’s it doing exactly? Which parts aren’t working?’ 

He replied with great frustration, ‘What do you mean? It’s just jammed.’ 

That one word was his block to actually seeing the situation – he had labeled the staplegun as just Jammed, and 

there was nowhere to go from there, verbally. It was a dead-end. I told him, ‘Well, try just looking at the staplegun 

with an open mind- tell me what you see.’ 

But there was nothing to see; in his verbal world it was just jammed. I went in, looked at the staplegun, saw what 

the physical parts were doing (blue zone), and soon also ‘saw’ what to do to fix it (green zone).  

By being with the actual thing as it was, I was able to, almost instantly, imagine how they could be re-arranged 

so as to restore their intended functioning as parts of a staplegun. A huge number of words would have been required 

to do this verbally. 

 

Look for ‘bad’ facts too 

 

‘Rules’ about what ‘shouldn’t be’ is the other thing that leads to blindness to what is. We have to actively seek 

the ‘bad’ or unfavourable facts, the ‘anomalies’, with gritted teeth! Not just try to explain them away or bury them, 

or blame someone for shoving them under our noses. There is a mine of facts there which we really do need if we 

are to find real solutions to the actual problems. 

Right, have you open-mindedly gathered a shortlist of glittering tantalizing, suggestive facts and images, and the 

pick of other people’s ideas? Now it is time to go to the Green phase within the green, the very sparkplug of 

creation… 

 

 



GREEN’S SECOND PHASE – THE GREEN ZONE OF THE GREEN ZONE. 

PURE DREAMING  

 
 

If this is like the cylinder and the sparkplug of the engine, the real power is developed by more than one 

sparking – many, in fact. Here the electricity can arc not just once but many times. Stay in the green of the green 

until you have LOTS of new ideas, branching out like a tree, and probably including several overlapping solutions to 

the main initial problem, madly leapfrogging over each other! (And mixing metaphors willy nilly!) This will happen 

if you dwell here long enough, and don’t do what most people do, which is to hop in, get one good idea, and be so 

surprised that they hop right out and take it, half-formed, to be machine-gunned down by the guys in the Yellow 

zone - or worse, the guys in the Red zone!  

To avoid that happening, you need to get a whole constellation of possibilities shining down on the mountain of 

the initial problem, which hopefully now will look like a molehill, and new vistas, whole galaxies, of possibility will 

fill your mind. 

Then and only then, you are ready to take your new ideas to the Yellow of the Green – yes, your very own, 

creativity-friendly more elastic open-minded Yellow zone - and analyse them there, turn them over, question and 

rearrange them. 

 

The flash of inspiration – relax and let it come! 

Before we go there, let’s try and freeze-frame what happens when those repeated sparks happen in the green of 

the green. On introspection, I find that usually the new patterns miraculously emerge out of the not-knowing, the 

truly relaxed not-knowing that the safety of the green zone allows me to feel. I do not think them up – I ‘dream’ 

them up – they come to me from the pattern-recognising subconscious. They come most freely when wooed, not 

forced, in a state of play, almost will-less contemplation, drifting in a happy reverie, like appreciating a painting or 

daydreaming. I say almost will-less, because you can have a wish, dreamily or passionately, to know, to experience 

the revelation of the new pattern. It is like the ‘magic eye’ pictures, that you have to defocus your eyes before you 

see the hidden 3-D. image. It is willed, but not consciously done. You just have to trust your body, intuition, the 

Spirit, the Life Wisdom, the Higher Self - whatever you like to call it - that works within you and through you.  

 

 

Suspending disbelief in Spirit, the Higher Mind 

 

Here is another important point: if you are a ‘materialist’ who believes it is all just matter and energy, you are at 

a disadvantage. Just for now, try this: pretend that there is a great Spirit or Mind flowing through all things, and 

especially through all opened minds, and it will open your eyes to new truths, to see hidden patterns just as 

awesomely as your brain decodes the pattern of the 3D images in the magic eye pictures. But you have to let it… So 

suspend disbelief, call it whatever, but it is not linear, it is not predictable, and it will startle you with what it 



uncovers to your dreaming, playful, awe-filled, opened mind. Einstein used to talk openly about his musing about 

the universe in terms of how ‘God’ might have done it; and mathematicians exploring the most abstruse realms of 

number and algebra likewise muse on the elegant, follow the wisps of elegance to new vistas of magnificent beauty. 

So if it is good enough for them, it should be good enough for us! Be mystical! Believe in magic, mystery and 

wonder! It actually IS amazing, what we do find – it is hard to deny that – DNA spirals, Mandelbrot sets, fractal 

patterns infinitely varied hidden within a simple equation; expanding universes, spiral galaxies, incredible trillions of 

cells with whole worlds of workings within them yet working together making up a man or a frog… Likewise, if a 

little more humble, it is awe-inspiring when you get any new idea, say for a new kind of bearing or a better paper 

clip. I once set aside a whole day I could not afford in my struggling photoframe-making business to try to invent a 

new kind of photoframe stand. Wonderful indeed it was when I suddenly found an elegant new design that took two 

piece of ordinary cardboard and married them together in a ballet of functionality which surpassed all similar stands, 

including my own previous ‘good-enough’ design. The ‘divine discontent’ had paid off! After that I patented it and 

sold many thousands to competitors, as well as using them in all our own frames. 

 

The power of ‘Faith’ – the inventor must believe a Solution IS Out There! 

 

That brings up another point: the biggest one after a sense of awe and mystery: belief in a solution. If we think 

there isn’t one, we are not going to relax enough to find it. We will think it is a ‘waste of time’. When I was in 

partnership (the photoframes still!) we were trying to think of a quick way to put a gold line on the oval inside of the 

frames. It was taking about 3 minutes with a brush and lots of faults. I was browsing in a shop when the solution 

leaped into my mind – a simple groove cut into a gold pen would do it! From then on the gold lines only took about 

10 seconds - almost twenty times as fast! No big machinery needed, no investment – just a grove cut into the fibre 

nib of a ready-made pen! That is the power of ideas. Why did I think of it and my partner didn’t? Because I believed 

it was possible and he didn’t. I still remember him telling me: don’t waste my time! I’ve thought about it and there’s 

no easy way to make a gold liner that’s much faster than a brush.’ (In the end we couldn’t work together – I was too 

into novelty for him to work with. The final straw for me was when I was working on a way to woodgrain hardboard 

and came in early to the factory. He walked into the spraybooth, glanced at my (successful) experiment and turned 

on his heel, saying, ‘Wasting my time again, I see, Peter.’ I sold out to him, took away only my new ideas, and 

within months had set up again had higher turnover and more profit from my ‘impossible’ new woodgrained 

goldlined frames than he did from all that we had built up in the year or more before I left. So, if the zones can’t 

work together, there is a great cost – to someone – usually everyone. He went into liquidation in the end. But he 

learned a lot, and went on to become a well-known millionaire businessman and venture capitalist, being a brilliant 

and determined red zone man who also knew how to ‘pick a winner’! And meanwhile I finally realized he was right 

about some other things: I didn’t belong in photoframe manufacturing and went to study philosophy and dream... 

Hence – eventually -this book!). 

So, we must keep our minds open to believe there will be a better way – probably a way better way – to do any 

given thing. Then we will come in early, take time out, do what it takes to find it. Of course we can’t innovate 

everything at once; we have to pick our battles and keep the status quo (which we need to remind ourselves, still is 

what feeds us!) going. But in these ‘disruptive’ times, we need to be increasingly quick to leapfrog ourselves, before 

the other guy leapfrogs us. To do this we need to be in the Blue zone more and more effectively, so we can make 

those leaps from the ‘shoulders of giants’ and not try to reinvent the wheel. 

 

The power of Never Reasoning from the Past (How to Refute the Fallacy of Induction once and for all.) 

 

(This is really worth getting, so I am going to labour the point!) 

There is a terrible mistake we all tend to make in thinking about anything that has gone on for a long time. This 

mistake is the main reason why we lack faith in change, in solutions to long-standing problems. It is called the 

Fallacy of False Induction, but it is my considered opinion that ALL induction is false.  

Induction is the technical term for the form of reasoning that goes, ‘This has happened lots of times before, so it 

is most likely it will go on happening a lot more.’ Consider the man reasoning this way as he falls from a skyscraper 

(imagine he is facing the building and not able to see the ground) – ‘Well. I’ve safely passed thirty floors, so I am 

safe for the next thirty at least. In fact, this freefall is rather fun!’ But very soon after that, at let’s say the forty-first 

floor, he hits the ground. 

Why does such mindless prediction often work? Because many processes last quite a long time, long enough for 

this kind of ‘reasoning’ to seem to work. But the only rational way to predict anything is to know the nature of the 

system in question. So, the man needed to know about the height of the skyscraper and the pull of gravity. Then he 

would have reasoned very differently. The same fallacy of induction drives market ‘bubbles’ – the longer they go on 

the more confident we become that they will keep going on! But reason – deduction from knowledge of finite 

economic systems - tells us they cannot; that indeed the truth is the very opposite of what induction tells us: the 

longer a bubble has gone on, the more likely it is that tomorrow cometh the Crash! 



Of course, most systems in the real world are too complex to understand and know completely, so we must 

make educated guesses about them – hypotheses. But not based on blind faith in a series of occurrences. Educated 

guesses are always better than predictions based on induction. 

The Big positive from really getting this is that we no longer are cowed before mere repetition of a problem 

event, no longer think for even a second that this has any power over the future. The only reason things keep on 

unchanged is because the CAUSES are unchanged. The minute we – by creativity – find a way to alter those causes, 

the thing will change. Even if it has been that way for all our lives, or all human history. Once, smallpox was 

‘incurable’ and killed millions. Inductive ‘FACT’. Now, it isn’t incurable, and it doesn’t kill – or doesn’t have to. 

Because someone ignored the inductive ‘evidence’ that it was incurable, and looked for the causes, and finding 

them, changed the system. For all time? The inductivists will start saying that, but of course that depends on the 

nature of the microbial system. If it can mutate, well there goes induction. Again.  

So, ANYthing, no matter how everlasting it has been or seems, can be changed if we can change what causes it. 

That is the power of creativity freed from the shackles of the stupid, blind, mind-numbing inductive fallacy. 

 

No Place Like Home Zone, so enjoy your ‘babies’ before they leave 

 

Final point: in this Green phase, take time to rejoice in it! It is a privileged place, a sacred place, like being 

present at the Creation of the Universe (or the time just before the Big Bang). Or a first kiss. Like all beginnings, it is 

fragile, beautiful, and won’t last. The conception must go on to become an embryo, and be born into the world, this 

school of hard knocks. But the more we honour the beginning, and nurture it like a tender seedling, the more chance 

there is that the plant will grow up straight and strong into a healthy tree.  

We should always try to stay in our true Home Zones – where we are naturally motivated, skilled, playful and 

effective, and willing to stay for the long haul (and it will, usually be a way longer haul than we expect, so we’d 

better like what we’re doing!). But even if we do stay in our Home Zone overall, within that zone we still have to 

pass on to do things in the other zones. 

 

The inevitable ‘But How’ objections 

 

Don’t let premature demands like ‘Explain to me how…’ kill the new idea. I call that knee-jerk reaction the 

‘But-how’ question. Yellow and Red zone people will come out with it the minute – no, the second – you get an idea 

out. ‘But how?’ or ‘But where?’ or ‘But when?’ or ‘But with what money?’ 

Now, seedlings don’t usually come singly, and neither do ideas. They do need thinning, just not by the skeptical 

Yellow-zoners, let alone the hard-nosed Red-zoners – not yet! 

 

 



GREEN’S THIRD PHASE – THE YELLOW ZONE OF CREATIVITY 

 – CRITIQUE, CHOOSING, PLANNING 

 
 

Thinning the seedlings is never easy, but if the weaker ones aren’t taken out, all of them will grow up spindly, 

and force you to thin later and waste all that growth. This is where the discrimination of a sensitive intuitive kind 

found only within the Yellow of the green zone, is needed. We who have sown the seedlings are the best initial judge 

of which to thin out and which to water. 

 

Friendly Green-zone critique first! 

 

But this is where it can be good to run our little crop of seedling ideas under the friendly eye of a fellow green-

zoner, one who knows the field we are working in, but brings another perspective to our babies… Here I recommend 

cautious enthusiasm. Ask for feedback from the person with the clear message that you want them to look at the 

baby ideas, the draft manuscript, the outline, the wobbly prototype, in the Yellow part of the GREEN ZONE, i.e., 

seeing it as a possibility, not a finished polished article to be criticized for every little thing. Just the essentials are 

what you are wanting feedback on – are they sound, promising? So then your feeders-back don’t waste their own 

time or emotions, or yours, in picky criticism of rough wording or rough unpainted surfaces (Remember the Doc in 

Back to the Future – ‘Please excuse the crudity of this model. I didn’t have time to build it to scale, or to paint it.’ 

But it served the purpose just fine!). Successful happy feedback-getting is hugely important. It means we can learn 

and leapfrog ourselves before we make the ‘real’ prototype or pilot plant or publish the first edition of the book. 

Every growth stage a thing goes through, the investment multiplies, and the cost of scrapping it goes up, until you 

find you or your colleagues cant back down and are forced to go through with something that is probably doomed to 

be obsolete before it even hits the market.  

So, make the ‘seedbed’ the first pilot plant, and evolve and weed out carefully at that stage, in virtual rather than 

material investment. It is way easier to scrap or shelve an idea than a five-ton prototype – or a three-hundred-page 

draft manuscript. EVOLVE THOSE IDEAS! Before going to marketing or accounting or a publisher or investor with 

a request for funding of your ‘baby’. 

The Yellow can bring up ideas for testing and refining your ideas, going through often several (inexpensive) 

cycles of trial and error before a final ‘prune or cull’ decision is made by you, the sympathetic but realistic creator of 

the whole little brood…. 

 

Boldly winnowing the Good to get to the Great 

 

One thing I learned from when I developed a way to marble objects: the water surface which holds the paints, 

swirling like the infinite continuum of Possibility or the clouds in the sky, throws up an absolutely limitless number 

of shapes and shades of the paint. You see one beautiful pattern and rush to capture it, but there will be more and 

more, so you can take your time, and do it methodically. So with idea-creation. Ideas really are, in a sense, ‘dime a 



dozen’ – once you are in the creative flow. What is rare is the best, most highly evolved idea possible for humans at 

this stage of our knowledge, that takes you further out into the continuum of possibility, further beyond the 

competition, increases the speed and quality or the accuracy etc much more, so much more it leaves you breathless. 

So keep evolving ideas, stay in the green of the green until you have lots of promising seedlings, then in the yellow 

of the green until they are well tested and thinned, and only the very best remain for the next level of testing – the 

Red of the Green… 

 

Being a Yellow-zone Creator – creativity by simply combining. 

 

It is actually a fine line between pure green-zone creation and what I call yellow-zone creativity. The main 

difference is that in the yellow mode you take ideas almost ready-made and see new ways they can be harmonized, 

combined, added together to make some exciting new combination. This is like taking the primary producers’ goods 

and manufacturing something new, like mixing ingredients to make a cake. There is a lot of easy credit to be taken 

by doing this! It can annoy the primary creators, of course! But often it is the open-minded Yellow-zoner who going 

into his blue zone of receptivity and research, maybe just googling a few topics, can add huge value to the individual 

components.  

One problem plus one problem equals two solutions. An example of simple recombination. 
Two problems put together differently can create two solutions in one simple move. Just before going to print, I 

had a good example of this. My van got stuck on the wet grass outside my new workshop after unloading. It was 

night, so I left the van, and in the morning it had been raining. I thought ‘I need to get the van out – I’ll have to load 

it up again in the back to give it traction.’ (Rear wheel drive vans are very light in the back.) But first I thought, ‘I 

need to move those manuka logs so I can back the van and get a run-up to the slope.’ So I began heaving the logs 

away to the woodpile with great effort, thinking of the further effort of finding something heavy to put in the van. 

Suddenly the two things connected in my mind – put the logs in the back, giving more traction, then drive to the 

woodpile! It was so obvious - as these recombinations always are in hindsight! Yet without an open mind turning 

over the facts together, I might have laboured long and hard to solve the two problems separately. 

The van drove out without a single skid, and the logs were moved with minimal effort.  

 

Google it, (Stupid!) 

 

The open-minded green-zoner can do simple combining of ready-made ideas or products too – if he resists the 

temptation to try and come up with something entirely new all the time! Green-zoners: beware of the ‘re-inventing 

the wheel’ syndrome! I have suffered long and deeply with that one. Going back to Blue is the only cure – look at 

what has already been found out and done, and build on THAT! Google it, Google it! Google it! 

 



GREEN’S FOURTH PHASE – THE RED PHASE OF CREATIVITY  

ACTION! ACTION! ACTION! 

 

 
Here we come to the final green zone, where you have a well-thought out seedling of an idea, and you have 

tested it in thought experiments, draft calculations or tiny experiments like showing a person or two the rough 

prototype or even just a few drawings and asked them to pick their favourite.  

 

The (rapid, ‘quick and dirty’) working prototype.  

 

Now you can go to the Red phase of the Green: build a ‘real’ working prototype of the best ‘seedling’ – write 

the full draft of the manuscript or order an engineered prototype, or test market the concept in a little but ‘real’ 

marketplace – say a trial website or mailout, or a Saturday market or one or two test shops. Or, if you are in a bigger 

company, in a real presentation to the Yellow and Red guys… Or, to a publisher or other 

contractor/distributor/marketer. Or to a venture capitalist, or a friendly banker, or a family member… 

At this phase, people in non-Green zones will still think of your idea as ‘new’, ‘unproven’, ‘risky’ – they will 

probably have no idea of how many cycles you have already run it through. This is just as well, or they might think 

you don’t know what you are doing, and will go on fiddling with it ad infinitum, at great cost. They might even think 

you are ‘wasting their time!’ So, be as clear as you can, be confident in the knowledge that you have put it through 

the preliminary testings of the Yellow and Red within your Green safety zone. Then, expect it still to be put through 

yet more skeptical ‘tests’ and be referred to ‘experts’ and ‘superiors’ before it finally gets the cautious thumbs-up for 

a ‘pilot’ Or not... 

  

Plan B, and C… and D 

 

What if your well-thought-out ‘baby’ gets the thumbs-down? Well, most of the time it probably will from the 

first people you approach. You have to refine your approach as you begin to put your new creation through this final 

evolution in the Green: the re-evaluation of its potential place in the world. So, for example, you may start out 

thinking your book is suitable ‘for all ages’, only to gradually realize that the Young Adult market is too old and the 

10-to-12 bracket is too young. The market for books, like most things, is that refined, that segmented! At least. So 

you must not judge your idea by the first or even the fiftieth reaction – it has to find its niche – and that might be 

way narrower than you dreamed. And so the potential may be way less.  

 

RAPID prototyping - ‘Back of the envelope’ – Kitchen table’ - ‘Fail Forward – Fast.’ 

 



That is why it is so important to ‘rapid prototype’ – even at the initial green phase. Because your investment 

might not be spread over nearly as wide a market as you thought. Or as long a period as you hoped – it could be a 

passing fad, or made obsolete or copied and undercut by someone from Singapore, Bangladesh or China – or the 

next town. The world is seething with people trying things, copying things, developing and improving things. That is 

why innovation, rapid and inexpensive innovation, is hugely important, and can dwarf a goliath who doesn’t have it, 

and give (brief) super-profit to a one-or-two-person band in New Zealand - or Bangladesh! 

So, if nothing else is available, take an old envelope (snail mail still happens!?) and a pencil and clear the 

kitchen table for some rapid idea-birthing, sketches, and prototyping. Go for it! Life, as they say, is definitely not a 

dress-rehearsal. It’s all real-time. 

 

 

 

 

RED PHASE – AFTER READING THIS BOOK 

 

I hope now you are sufficiently motivated to want to innovate madly, swiftly and effectively so as to survive and 

even prosper and make hay, at least this summer! 

If you haven't already, try the Eutopia Game, or (as this goes to ‘press’, possibly to be known as the IdeaTree 

Game) and perhaps use it with others to make up your very own ‘Round Table’ group, an ‘Idea Cyclotron’ that can 

change the world – or your neighbourhood, business, family, organisation or group. 

 

A guide to headings for ordering your notes. Colour code them ideally! 

 

MY IDEAS in the FOUR PHASES: 
 

INPUT (BLUE PHASE) – suggestive, interesting facts and feelings 

DREAMING (GREEN PHASE) – New Ideas of all stripes…  

EXPOSITION (YELLOW PHASE) – working on the ideas: sifting, critiquing, choosing, planning 

ACTION (RED PHASE) – to-do lists: people to see, things to order, to test and try out. 

 

 

 

 

REFERENCES and recommended books on creativity and process 

 

Charles Peirce, American philosopher, instigator of Pragmatism, Semiotics, Tritism, etc. Gleanings from the 

Collected Papers (almost burned after his death!). 

 

Robert Pirsig, author of ‘Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance’ and ‘Lila’ 

 

Process and Reality by A. N. Whitehead 

 

Process and Inquiry – my (unpublished) MA thesis, 1995. 

 

My friend the reclusive Murray Munro, who ventured to share his theory of ‘hexaholomorphism’ with me in 

1993 while I was studying philosophy at Auckland. His theory, combined with Peirce’s and Pirsig’s, and with some 

small additions of my own, became what I call ‘my’ process aspectualism/lifemaps/Map of Eutopia. 

 

Edward De Bono – all his books. The ‘Six Thinking Hats’ are related closely to the Five Zones of the IdeaTree 

(six if we split the Yellow zone into Yes and No – something that Yellow does only too well of course!). 

So, White hat - blue zone,  

Green hat - Green zone;  

Yellow/black hats - Yes and No in the Yellow zone;  

Red hat (emotion) has no objective zone but is a subjective state in ANY phase;  

There is no hat specifically for action/output. 

Blue hat is partly like the Purple zone, managing the whole process, keeping the Balance. 

 

The brain that changes Itself by Norman Doidge, MD –about brain ‘plasticity’ and evolution of new neural 

maps. 

 



Reimagine, In Search of Excellence, and others by the inimitable Tom Peters. 

 

Mavericks at Work – Why the most original minds in business win, by William C. Taylor and Polly LaBarre 

 

The Artist’s Way 

 

Drawing on the Right Side of the Brain 

 

And there are many others. We stand always on the shoulders of giants. 

Google for example ‘How to be creative’ 

I did, and found a free ebook by that name, by Hugh Mac Leod. It is great, though it has a bite to it! It’s at: 

http://.changethis.com/manifesto/show/6.HowToBeCreative  

 

 

 

For more copies of this book or any books jewellery, artifacts, Eutopia Games, ebooks etc by Peter Harris, go to  

 

www.eutopia.co.nz Also visit Café Eutopia in Kaiwaka, Northland, New Zealand, on State Highway One, by the 

Dutch Cheese shop. Look for the spiral ship’s prow: 

 

Also www.mapofeutopia.com has free PDFs of A Passport to Eutopia, the Declaration of Eutopia, and possibly 

more by now! 

 

For the fantasy trilogy: www.applesofaeden.com  

 

My blog: www.wizardgifts.wordpress.com 

 

And last but not least, email me! I’d love to hear from you. peter@eutopia.co.nz  

 

Happy dreaming and creating! 

 

PS: since writing this I have begun a new movement/support network for writers to get into self-

publishing. To find out more go to www.newleafnetwork.org 
 

 

 

 

 



 


